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ABSTRACT 

 

Within the field of the economics of education, economists are divided between 

those who argue that schooling increases human capital and those who argue that 

schooling is only a way for employees to signal employers that they are able, and thus, 

should be hired.  In this context, the question that arises is: Should society fund 

education? If schooling is only a means of signaling, then society should leave it to 

employers to determine which workers perform better, rather than paying for their 

evaluation methods. In contrast, if schooling increases human capital, I argue that 

society has a role in making certain that all citizens have equal access to education in 

order to obtain this private benefit. However, I also argue that the quality of "being 

educated" has a positive spillover effect on society - in creating a type of "social capital"- 

and thus, that it should be publicly funded in order to avoid market failure.   

viii 



I investigate the market failures for education through positive externalities,

asymmetric lnformation, imperfect credit markets, and unequal access to schooling.

Furthermore, I propose a new measurement of education by highest level of

achievement, rather than years of schooling. Thus, I utilized data from the March 2009

Supplement of the Current Population Survey in order to investigate diploma effects, as

well as tax liability and public assistance for college educated individuals. I find evidence

of diploma effects, but also of differences among diplomas. Moreover, I find that

individuals with at least one college credit pay more taxes and require less social

assistance. I discuss both the economic and the social benefits of education and

conclude that society should fund education.

t f,efrf
Professor Catherine S. Elllott
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“Education is one of the few things a person is willing to pay for and not get.” 

William Lowe Bryan 

Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Education and Economics 

With deteriorating economic conditions comes the need for societal 

restructuring and administrative changes. The current economic recession has brought 

changes in political opinions towards an anti social spending/ anti-taxes front, as more 

and more Americans face financial restraint. As reported by Rasmussen1 in 2009, 62 

percent of Americans wanted a stimulus plan that included tax cuts and less 

government spending.  

Public funding for higher education is discretionary. This implies that higher 

education receives the remaining funds after all other budget decisions have been 

made. In recent years, the percentage of state and federal budgets allocated to higher 

education has fallen (Zumeta 2009). The trend towards the privatization of public higher 

education is obvious when considering recent tuition hikes. Table 1 shows a year-by-

year breakdown of college costs for 1980-2008.  We can see from Table 1 that in the last 

decade (between 1997-98 and 2007-08 in the table) the cost of undergraduate tuition 

and room and board at public institutions rose by 30 percent, after adjustment for 

inflation. This placed the total cost in 2007-2008 at $11,578.  

                                                           
1
 Rasmussen is an American public opinion polling firm.  
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Table 1 Average undergraduate tuition and fees 1980-2008 

Source: U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics. (2009). Digest of 

Education Statistics, 2008 (NCES 2009-020),Table 331. 
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 The burden of increases in college costs is more severe for low income students, 

who have limited access to private means of funding their education. However, Oscar 

Johannsen (1995) argues that, if privatization occurs, needy students would simply be 

aided by charitable organizations and private individuals. Moreover, these children and 

young adults would benefit from better schools and more efficient curriculums. Free 

from the control of state boards of education, schools would have to face the direct 

demands of the constituents of respective districts.     

Proponents of the privatization of post-secondary education argue that if schools 

were private, the cost of education would be in fact smaller, as competition would force 

institutions to be efficient. When left to the private sector, the supply of education 

would adjust to match the demand for it, generating a fair market price. Milton 

Friedman (1993) argued that free enterprise is imaginative and competitive by 

introducing new products and services, and constantly pursuing the need of the 

consumer. Friedman argued that free enterprise is the solution to a deteriorating 

educational system, in which students are schooled as they were 200 years ago. The 

economist agreed that there are risks involved with the transition from public to private 

education, but they are risks worth taking. 

Whether society can efficiently provide for its needy young, or ensure adequate 

schooling conditions, is a matter of social justice. For the purpose of this thesis, I wanted 

to investigate if there is a legitimate social and economic need to subsidize post-

secondary education. In my analysis of this issue, I turned to the field of the economics 
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of education. Within economics, education represents a way of generating, 

accumulating, and maintaining human capital (Becker 1985). By definition, human 

capital is an individual’s stock of knowledge and skills accrued in addition to basic labor 

ability. It can be acquired from schooling and training, job experience, or simply 

watching those with already developed stocks of human capital. 

 Economics offers the tools for an efficient allocation of resources within the 

context of education. The main assumption of economics is scarcity and education must 

be analyzed within this framework. This scarcity affects how agents behave both in 

supplying education through institutions, and in demanding education as students. 

Therefore, the focus should be on determining the benefits of human capital 

accumulation, taking into account the resources utilized and the opportunity costs 

involved.  

Within the field of the economics of education, I encountered two primary 

models economists use to argue for and against social subsidization of education: the 

human capital model and the screening and signaling model. The human capital model 

argues that individuals pursue additional years of schooling in order to increase their 

human capital. The screening and signaling model suggests that agents pursue 

education in order to signal potential employers of their ability.  

Intriguingly, neither of these models concludes that society should subsidize 

education. Specifically, the human capital model proposes that individuals should simply 

take out loans and reap the return to their investment. The screening and signaling 
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model asserts that employers should pay for education themselves, as a means of 

distinguishing between able and less able workers. However, the models assume perfect 

markets. That implies that if education generates market failure, the results of the 

models do not hold. 

This thesis presents a two pronged approach to this issue. First, I ask the 

question: Is there sufficient market failure to necessitate social intervention? Second, I 

investigate diploma effects,2 tax liability, and public assistance by educational 

attainment using a new data set from the March 2009 Supplement of the Current 

Population Survey. I argue that society should invest in education and present the 

motivations behind education fiscal funding.   

1.2 Why Should Society Invest in Education? 

Education has spillover effects in labor markets, household dynamics, and other 

aspects of social life. Educated agents earn more, live longer and healthier lives, and 

better contribute to the communal welfare. Therefore, I argue that fiscal spending on 

education yields high rates of returns on investment for society, and empirically 

demonstrate in Chapter 4 that individuals with at least some college credit pay more 

taxes and require less social assistance.  

A large portion of the funds spent on education is recovered in taxes. The 

mechanism is simple. College graduates tend to earn more than the average worker, 

                                                           
2
 The ability of an individual to earn more because of holding a diploma, and not because of an increase in 

personal productivity due to that diploma.  
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and increasing the pool of college graduates increases the number of people in the 

higher income-tax brackets. While diploma effects, or sheepskin effects, remain a strong 

case against subsidies for education, a taxation approach decreases their impact. A low 

income agent might belong to a lower income percentile throughout life, thus paying 

low (if any) taxes. By investing in the agent’s human capital stock, the tax value that the 

person must pay is increased significantly (possibly from zero). Thus, education spending 

has the potential to pay for itself.  

Moreover, family income is strongly correlated with academic achievement (Kim 

2004). Frequently cited reasons are lack of financial pressure (which translates into 

access to better schooling), additional time available for studying (from not having to 

get a part-time job, for example), as well the parents’ level of education. As it is very 

hard to increase family income within a timely matter, I argue for social policy to be 

maintained in the form of spending on education. 

1.3 Measuring Education  

In order to develop economic models, a proper measure for education must be 

established. Human capital has long been evaluated in terms of years of schooling. I 

propose a new measure of education in terms of the highest level of educational 

attainment, rather than years of schooling. The reason for this is that only 58 percent of 
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students graduate college in less than six years.3 Thus, it is not accurate to code college 

completion as four years of studying.   

1.4 Thesis Structure 

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. The second chapter places 

education within an economic analysis framework, by presenting some of the prevailing 

models in the discipline. I provide a description as well as a parallel analysis of the 

human capital model and the screening and signaling model. The third chapter discusses 

the nature of education as a private good with positive externalities, and the need for 

societal subsidization in order to correct for its market failure. The fourth chapter is 

empirical, and builds on the theories and ideas presented in previous chapters. Using a 

data set from the March 2009 Current Population Survey, I investigate college diploma 

effects, as well as tax liability and public assistance payments received by individuals 

with some college credit.  The final chapter concludes, and discusses limitations and 

ideas for further research.   

  

 

 

 

                                                           
3
 Source: U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics. (2009). The Condition of 

Education 2009 (NCES 2009-081), Indicator 22. 
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Chapter 2 Relevant Economic Models and Theories 

 This chapter presents some of the models in the economics of education that are 

referenced throughout the thesis. The purpose of this chapter is to introduce what has 

been previously done in the literature with respect to the human capital model and the 

screening and signaling model. I begin with a short introduction on the development of 

human capital theory and its main models. I discuss the Mincerian earnings regression 

as the empirical foundation for the human capital model. The human capital model and 

the screening and signaling models are presented both separately and comparatively.   

2.1 The Development of Human Capital Theory 

Human capital theory goes as far back as Sir William Petty (1650s) who 

considered labor as the “father of wealth”. He deducted property income from national 

income to obtain an estimate of human wealth. Another very early human capital 

pioneer, Gasper Melchor de Jovellanos (1744-1811), used his human capital ideas to 

direct Spain’s financing towards education in order to solve its economic problems.  

Other early economists who considered human capital include Adam Smith, Jean 

Baptiste Say, Ernst Engell, Leon Walras, Irvin Fisher, and Karl Marx.  

The theory of human capital developed within the context of labor economics. In 

its incipient phase, labor economics was dedicated to observing and accounting for the 

functional distribution of income between labor and capital, using an aggregate 

production function based on an amalgam of homogenous workers. In contrast, modern 
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labor economists concentrate on the earnings distribution across workers, with focus on 

how economies motivate workers to increase productivity by putting effort into and 

investing in human capital.  

This shift came about when Theodore Schultz (1961) observed that prevailing 

economic models failed to fully account for the growth of United States National 

Income. Schultz noticed that US output increased by 3.1 percent per year between 1919 

and 1957, while labor and capital by only 1 percent. The existing growth models were 

based on the standard neoclassical production function model.4 Schultz argued that 

these models had one critical limitation: the assumption of input homogeneity, i.e., each 

unit of capital is identical to another, as are units of labor respectively. Schultz also 

noticed that countries that managed to achieve levels of sustainable growth invested 

heavily in education.  Labor economists started questioning whether the quality of input 

is really constant. As education and training reflected labor quality, the human capital 

theory emerged as a new line of research in growth models.  

Jacob Mincer, considered by many economists the father of modern labor 

economics, pioneered the development of human capital by modeling an earnings 

distribution. Using the tools of neoclassical capital theory, Mincer first looked at 

schooling and later added age and annual weeks worked. In this way, he was able to 

explain about 60 percent of the variations in US annual earnings for adult white males 

(Mincer 1958). Mincer found that schooling rates of return are in the 5 to 15 percent 

                                                           
4
 A Cobb-Douglas function: Y=AK

α
L

1-α
, where Y is income, A is a multifactor productivity, K is capital, L is 

labor, α is the percentage of input K in the final output, and 1-α is the percentage of input L in Y.   
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range, exactly the same range as high-grade commercial investments. Moreover, he 

correctly predicted that cross-sectional earnings profiles were concave. His earnings 

function is important as it has been used successfully for many decades5 in over 100 

countries. The Mincer earnings regression stands as the foundation for models relating 

earnings and education, and is an important part of the literature. Thus, Section 2.2 is 

dedicated to presenting the Mincerian earnings regression.  

2.2 The Mincer Earnings Regression  

The following Mincerian earnings regression representation is taken from 

Heckman, Lochner, and Todd (2003). Let w(s, x) be the wage at schooling level s and 

work experience x. Let ρs be the rate of return to schooling (the same for all schooling 

levels) and ε a mean zero residual with E(ε|s,x)=0. Then, the Mincer earnings function is: 

                                      ln[w(s, x)] = α0 + ρss + β0x + β1x
2 

+ ε                                                      (1)                               

Mincer developed this model in two different frameworks in 1958 and 1974. 

2.2.1 The First Mincer Model 

The first Mincer model (1958) - also called the compensating differences Mincer 

model- uses the principle of compensating differences to explain why workers with 

different levels of education receive different earnings over their lifetime. The model 

makes the assumptions that workers have identical abilities and opportunities and 

                                                           
5
 As the economics of education is a rapid changing field, the Mincerian earnings regression became a 

decreasingly reliable model. The most recent study on the topic was done by Heckman, Lochner, and 

Todd (2003).  
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credit markets are perfect. The environment is perfectly certain in a sense that a worker 

knows what jobs require in terms of training and has access to all jobs, but that 

occupations differ in the amount of schooling required (this includes training). Mincer 

considers only indirect costs to schooling, as individuals forgo earnings. There are no 

direct costs to education. Individuals require a compensating differential to work jobs 

that require longer training periods. The size of the differential is determined by setting 

equal the present value of earnings and the costs associated with different levels of 

investment.  

Let w(s)
6 be the annual earnings for a worker with s years of education, which 

stays constant over lifetime. Let r be the interest rate (exogenously determined) and R 

the age of retirement, which does not depend on s. Then the present value of earnings 

associated with schooling level s is given by: 

                   V(s) = w(s) = (e
-rs 

- e
rR

)                                                                     (2) 

Since heterogeneous schooling choices are assumed, the equilibrium between 

workers with different education levels and jobs is obtained if individuals are indifferent 

between schooling levels. Demand conditions determine the allocation of students to 

different schooling levels. Setting equal the earnings streams (of different schooling 

levels) and taking logs results in: 

                     ln w(s) = ln w(0) + ln((1 - e
-rt

)/(1 - e
-r(R-s)

)) + (rs)                                                   (3) 

                                                           
6
 Mincer later on adds work experience x to w, and generates w(s,x) of equation (1).  
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The second term is an adjustment for finite life and converges to zero. 

Mincer made a few important observations regarding the earnings function 

based on regression analysis: 

(a) if R is large, the coefficient on years of schooling equals the interest rate r; 

(b) workers with high levels of education have higher earnings; 

(c) the difference between earnings levels of people with different years of schooling is 

increasing in the interest rate and age of retirement, which can correlate to sheepskin 

effects diminishing with accumulated work experience; 

(d) the ratio of earnings to interest rate for persons with education levels differing by a 

fixed number of years is almost constant across schooling levels.  

Using the first Mincer model, Heckman, Lochner, and Todd (2003) further the 

theory of return to schooling by defining the internal rate of return to schooling as the 

discount rate that equates the lifetime earnings streams for different education choices. 

It then results that the internal rate of return7 equals r. Since r is also equal to the 

coefficient on years of schooling, the internal rate of return gives an estimate on this 

coefficient. It also reflects the percentage increase in lifetime earnings associated with 

an additional year of schooling, if R is large.  

 

                                                           
7
  The internal rate of return is a rate of return used in budgeting capital in order to determine which 

investments are more profitable.  
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2.2.2 The Second Mincer Model  

The second Mincer model (1974) modifies or relaxes assumptions from the first 

version, but it yields a similar earnings function. The model was adapted after Becker 

(1964) and Becker-Chiswick (1966). The economic environment assumptions are 

dropped, to include a higher variability in information about jobs. The model looks at 

the life-cycle dynamics of earnings. Mincer introduces human capital investment in 

relation to observed earnings and potential earnings. Potential earnings in any time 

period depend on investments in previous time periods. Thus, the earnings function 

depends on both potential earnings and human capital investments.  It is informative to 

look at the second Mincer model, as this is the version widely used, and represents the 

final Mincer earnings regression form as shown in equation (1).  

Let Ct be investment in education/training and kt the fraction invested at time t, 

and Et be potential earnings at time t. Then: 

                                                Ct = ktEt                                                                                             (4) 

Let ρt be the return to education investments made at t. Then, potential earnings at 

time t are determined recursively: 

                                                Et+1 = Et + Ctρt = Et (1 + ktρt)                                                           (5) 

Repeating these substitutions:  

                                                 Et =                                                                 (6) 
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Equation (6) represents potential earnings used to derive the Mincer earnings function.  

Mincer defines formal schooling as the time spent in full-time investment, i.e., 

where kt=1. He also assumes that the rate of return on formal schooling is constant for 

all years of schooling, i.e., ρt = ρs, and formal schooling is achieved at the beginning of 

life. Also, ρt (rate of return to post-schooling investment) is constant over time and 

equals ρ0.  Then:8 

                                ln Et = lnE0 + sln (1+ρs) +                                              (7) 

For small ρs and ρ0,  

                               ln Et ≈ ln E0 + sρs + ρ0                                                                                                 (8) 

Equation (8) presents the log-linear model of potential earnings, used to derive the final 

form of the Mincer earnings regression.  

Mincer assumes a linearly declining rate of post-school investment and 

determines the relation between potential earnings and years of labor market 

experience.  

                                  ks+x = K(1-x/R)                                                                                               (9) 

                                                           
8
 The log-linear model (logging the dependent and independent variables) is widely used in applied 

econometrics, as the coefficients of the independent variables measure the elasticity of the dependent 

variable with respect to independent variable. Thus log-linear models describe the percentage change in 

the dependent variable with respect to a percentage change in other variables.  
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where x=t-s is the amount of work experience at age t. As above, R is independent of 

schooling. Then:  

                                 ln Ex+s≈ [ln E0 – Kρ0] + ρss + (ρ0K + ρ0K/(2R))x - x
2
ρ0K/(2R)                   (10) 

But observed earnings equal potential earnings minus the investment costs, 

which gives the standard form of the Mincer earnings model, as presented in equation 

(1):9                              

                        ln w(s,x) ≈ ln Ex+s – K (1 - x/R) = 

= [ln E0 - Kρ0 - K] + ρss + (ρ0K + ρ0K/(2R) + K/R)x - x
2
ρ0K/(2R) 

                                                    = α0 + ρss + β0x + β1x
2 

                                                           (11) 

2.2.3 Recent Limitations of the Mincer Model 

The Mincer earnings function applied to more recent data does not provide valid 

estimates of the returns to schooling. The function neglects major determinants of 

actual returns such as direct and indirect cost of schooling, taxes, length of working life, 

and uncertainty about schooling returns at the time when the schooling decision are 

made, i.e., enrollment  (Heckman, Lochner, and Todd 2003). 

 The Mincerian earnings function allowed for the basic human capital model to 

develop, within the life-cycle hypothesis. The Mincerian earnings function represents 

the empirical foundation for the basic human capital model. The following section 

                                                           
9
 After simplifications.  
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introduces the basic human capital model, one of the main models in the study of 

education.   

2.3 The Basic Human Capital Model for Education 

The main benefit attributed to education is that it enhances human capital. 

Education is regarded as an investment, generating a stream of befits over time. In the 

following section, I rely on Michael McMahon’s (1998) illustration of the returns to 

education over the life-cycle using the lifetime earnings of an individual at different 

levels of education. The life-cycle human capital accumulation diagram is given in Figure 

1.   
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   Figure 1 Investment in education, and returns over the lifecycle 

          
Source: McMahon, Conceptual Framework for the Analysis of the Social Benefits of Lifelong 

Learnings, 1998, p. 4  
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In the figure above, E is the enrollment point, G is graduation, R is retirement 

and L1 and L2 are the terminal life-points for the individual at different educational 

levels. At enrollment E, the student is subject to the direct costs of education plus the 

forgone earnings until graduation G. On graduation G, the individual obtains an earnings 

premium over the individual with a lower degree of education, which extends until 

retirement R.  

 Note that the life-cycle human capital model is constructed using the Mincer 

earnings regression discussed in the previous section. Using Mincer’s derivation, one 

can compute E0(t), E1(t), and E2(t). Curve E0(t) represents earnings given a high school 

education. Curve E1(t) represents earnings given college education, while E2(t) 

represents “full income” as the sum of both monetary and non-monetary benefits from 

education. The monetary returns from education are shown by the area between E1(t) 

and E0(t) from G to R. The non-monetary returns are shown as (E2(t) – E1(t)). This 

includes higher longevity (L2 – L1). In terms of non-monetary benefits, McMahon 

identifies several effects of lifelong education:10 

“1. Health effects  

Reduced infant mortality 

Lower illness rates 

Greater longevity (L1 – L2) 

2. Human capital produced in the home (Area B) 

                                                           
10

 For a full description of each effect see McMahon (1998). The area as presented in Figure 1 is given in 

parenthesis. 
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Children's education enhanced 

3. More efficient household management (Area B) 

Higher returns on financial assets 

More efficient household purchasing 

4. Labor-force participation rates (additions to Area A) 

Higher female labor-force participation rates 

Reduced unemployment rates 

More part-time employment after retirement 

5. Lifelong adaptation and continued learning (Areas B and C) 

Use of new technologies within the household (e.g. the Internet) 

Obsolescence: human capital replacement investment 

Curiosity and educational reading; educational TV/radio 

Utilization of adult education programs 

6. Motivational attributes (Areas B and C) 

Productivity of non-cognitive skills 

Selective mating effects 

Divorce and remarriage (potentially negative returns) 

7. Non-monetary job satisfactions (Area B) 

8. Pure current consumption effects (Area C) 

Enjoyment of classroom experiences 

Leisure time enjoyments while in school 

Child care benefits to the parents 

Hot lunch and school-community activities” 

The list above gives the spillovers of education.  
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2.4 The Screening and Signaling Model  

The screening and signaling approach came about as a parallel to the human 

capital model. Proponents of this theory argue that students attend school for longer to 

show that they would be better employees rather than accumulate human capital. The 

idea is simple: education signals better workers to hire, or screens employees for firms 

to allocate jobs. Thus the direct benefits of education are low. The screening and 

signaling model came about out of the need to explain diploma effects, or sheepskin 

effects. According to the human capital model, the terminal year of studying should shift 

out the earnings function by a small amount. However, individuals with a diploma earn 

more than individuals with almost as much schooling but without the diploma. One 

explanation for such effects was that prospective employees attend school in order to 

signal employers of their capabilities.  

Spence (1973) was the first to develop a model to describe the screening and 

signaling approach to education. The following model follows the description of Varian 

(1999) to show how this signaling effect might operate. 

This simple education market model has the following assumptions. There are 

only two types of workers - able and less-able - with respective marginal products of 

MPh for high ability and MPl for low ability. Thus MPh > MPl. Out of the total pool of 

workers a fraction p are able and a fraction 1-p are less able. For simplicity, a 

competitive labor market with a linear production function is assumed. Thus the total 

output produced by Lh able workers and Ll less-able workers is: 
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                                          MPhLh + MPlLl                                                                        (12)                       

If both workers and firms are fully informed about labor quality, then the firms 

would offer a wage Wh to able workers and a wage Wl to the less-able workers. This 

leads to equilibrium, as each worker is paid the respective marginal product: 

                                                      Wh = MPh > Wl = MPl                                                                                             (13) 

However, it is reasonable to assume that the workers’ quality is not easily 

observable. The firms will offer an average wage equal to the expected productivity of 

any given worker:  

                                                     Wa = pMPh + (1 - p)MPl                                                                                        (14) 

Since a linear production function is assumed, the firm produces just as much 

output and makes just as much profit as it would if it could perfectly observe the labor 

quality of the workers. As long as both types of workers agree to work for a wage Wa, 

there are no issues. Note that Wa is less than Wh; therefore able workers might not be 

willing to work at the average wage. Since Wa is greater than Wl, a lemon market11 for 

less-able workers might arise. Most importantly, able workers will become willing to pay 

for a signaling device to indicate that they are worth Wh. Thus, the able workers will 

acquire education.  

                                                           
11

A lemon market arises when the seller of a product has more information about it than the buyer. The 

market gradually deteriorates, as good products are sold as only average market quality goods, which is 

lower.  
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Let eh and el be the levels of education achieved by able and less-able workers 

respectively. Let ch and cl be the costs of acquiring education for the two types of 

workers. Then the total cost of education for able workers is:  

                                 TCh = ehch                                                                                           (15) 

while the total cost of education for workers is  

                                              TCl = elcl                                                                                                                                      (16) 

These costs include not only the dollar cost of attending school, but also the opportunity 

cost, and the cost of the required effort or the duration needed to complete a certain 

degree of education.  It is implied that the cost of acquiring education is less for able 

students than it is for less-able students (ch<cl). If this was not the case the firms would 

still offer Wa as low ability workers would signal just as easily as high ability workers. 

Within this framework, students must decide whether or not to acquire additional 

education, while firms must decide the wage payable to a certain employee.  

Note that the screening and signaling model has one disputable assumption. 

Education has no effect on productivity, with significant costs to firing unable workers. 

The equilibrium of the signaling model depends of the relative costs of the education to 

each group of students and to the extent to which workers can hide any private 

information from the employers. Since ch<cl and MPh>MPl, it is easy to see that  

           MPh - MPl > 0 and (MPh - MPl)/ch > ( MPh - MPl)/cl                                         (17) 
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Let e* be the equilibrium education level. Then it satisfies  

               (MPh - MPl)/ch > e
* 

> ( MPh - MPl)/cl                                                                           (18) 

This represents the equilibrium level of education, as no participant has any 

incentive to change their behavior, because employers pay the wage Wh to each worker 

with level of education e*, and Wl to any workers with a lower level. Just as before, firms 

produce the same output and generate the same profit, and pay workers their marginal 

product.  

Focusing on workers, it is observable that an less-able worker would opt for a 

higher degree of education and pay to signal for a wage increase of (MPh-MPl). Less-able 

workers have no incentive to pursue the e* level, since by assumption:   

                                                     e* > (MPh - MPl)/cl , i.e., 

                                          cle
* > MPh - MPl                                                                     (19) 

which implies that the costs are greater than the benefits. Able workers should opt to 

pay for signaling since  

                                                       (MPh - MPl)/ch > e*, i.e.,   

                                                        (MPh - MPl)/>ch* e*                                                                                         (20) 

and the cost of additional education is smaller than the wage benefits. Thus, the 

equilibrium level is attained when each able worker chooses the e* level of education 
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and each less-able worker pursues a zero level of education. The firms compensate able 

workers with Wh and less-able workers with Wl.  

The equilibrium that occurs when individuals are willing to incur the costs of 

education to signal their productiveness is called a separating equilibrium. It is 

inefficient from a social point of view, since workers might get subsidized for acquiring 

the signal, not because it increases their productivity, but because of the private 

increases in wage. The firms produce exactly the same level of output as they would if 

signaling would not be necessary. Although screening reduces information costs, it does 

so only across levels of education. Gains are made only for years which discriminate 

among worker types.  

The model makes the assumption that education has no effect on productivity. 

As productivity is difficult to define, the assumption cannot be made, unless productivity 

is clearly established as a variable. The screening and signaling approach is thus very 

simple and many versions have developed.  

The wage for a worker with one more year of education measures two things: (1) 

one additional year of learning towards increasing human capital and (2) the effect of 

being identified as a worker with one additional year of learning. The goal then remains 

to separate and identify these two effects. The issue is even more complex considering 

that economists have observed discontinuous jumps in the rate of return of the 

graduating year from high school relative to the return of only three years of high-

school. The effect has been named the diploma effect. The same jumps in earnings have 
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been found for students graduating from college, indicating that workers are being 

rewarded for a signal of graduation certificate in addition to the human capital of the 

extra year of education. In the context of this thesis, the screening and signaling model 

is important in terms of diploma effects. In Chapter 4 I analyze such effects empirically 

at the college level. 

Section 2.5 The Human Capital Model versus the Screening and Signaling Model 

This section places the human capital model and the screening and signaling 

model into comparison, and describes a model that combines the two, the human 

capital selection bias model. The following discussion relies on Frazis (2002).  

It can be difficult to provide a ranking of the two models, as a substantial portion 

of worker’s ability is not directly observable by the employer and must be signaled by 

education. The main difference between the two models, cited in most papers in the 

field, is the presence of the diploma effects. Chiswick (1973) proposes an explanation 

for the diploma effects within a human capital model - selection bias, where bias arises 

from the association of schooling with ability factors unobservable to the analyst. 

However, this previously supported idea does not hold anymore and in fact, the pattern 

of returns to education is explained by signaling rather than selection bias (Frazis 2002).  

Frazis tries to explain why workers who are similar on the margins get such 

different returns. Generally 16-years of education are associated with college 

graduation. Then the focus should be on 15-years of education, associated with a late 
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college drop-out. On the surface it seems that there should not be great differences in 

terms of human capital between workers with 15 years of schooling and workers with 

16 years of schooling. An important theory states that 15 years of education can be 

regarded as measurement error of education, i.e., 15th year drop outs are just 

“misplaced” 14th years with the intention to drop out at a point in the near future.   

However, this measurement of education is not accurate, as more than 50 

percent of students take more than five years to finish college. Moreover, Frazis limited 

his sample to white males, age 25 to 64 who are workers in non-agricultural industries 

with positive earnings.  In Chapter 4, I run my analysis on a more complete data set 

which includes males and females, as randomly sampled by the Bureau of Labor 

Statistics.   

If one accepts the idea that 15th year drop-outs are just measurement errors 

then a standard signaling model accounts for diploma effects. Otherwise, the signaling 

models need to include initial uncertainty about a worker’s ability, as when new 

information about self-ability is gained (say in college) the worker decides to drop out.  

Human capital selection-bias must include two “ability” factors. The reason for 

this is that a model where the two agents differ only by one unobservable factor (and 

have the same discount rate) would not be able to generate both under- and over-

estimates of the returns to education. The idea is that the more educated workers 

would just have uniformly less or uniformly more ability than the less educated workers, 

which produces either under-estimates or over-estimates.  
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Following Frazis’ analysis, I describe a human capital selection model with two 

ability factors: productivity q and ability to acquire human capital α.  The productivity of 

an individual i is then given by: 

                                                              qi = αi + βi g(S)                                                                (21) 

where q is log productivity, α is innate productivity, β is ability to acquire human capital 

S is schooling. If productivity is observable to employers at no cost, log12 earnings will 

equal log productivity. Note that α = f(β) and g > 0, g’ > 0, g” < 0. Then selection bias 

would imply that graduates have higher βs than do college drop-outs, since they 

managed to acquire more human capital.  

 An advantage of the two factor model is the ability to generate clustering at 

degree levels. Let SG be schooling level at graduation. Schooling is divided into two 

intervals: 

                                                                                     0 if S ≤ SG;                                                                

                                                                      C =                                                                            (22)                                                                

                                                                                     T if S > SG. 

 

where T is the fixed cost of proceeding to the next level, which includes for example the 

cost of the effort involved in applying and getting accepted to a higher education 

                                                           
12

 As before, the log-linear model (logging the dependent and independent variables) is widely used in 

applied econometrics, as the coefficients of the independent variables measure the elasticity of the 

dependent variable with respect to independent variable. Thus log-linear models describe the percentage 

change in the dependent variable with respect to a percentage change in other variables. 
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institution. The human capital selection bias has the advantage of combining the two 

opposing models (the human capital and the screening and signaling). Frazis’ model has 

proven accurate in several US studies. 

2.6 Evidence for and against the Human Capital and the Screening and Signaling 

Models  

 This section gives a survey of several tests on the accuracy of the human capital 

model and the screening and signaling model, in order to give the reader an idea on the 

extent of disagreement in the literature regarding the validity of the models.  

Groot and Oosterbeek (1994) compare the human capital model (HCM)13 with 

the screening and signaling model (SSM). They split the actual years of education into 

five components: years in progression for schooling, skipped years, extra years taken 

which do not directly lead to progression, repeated same academic years, and drop out 

before graduation. The theory behind their studies is that skipped years will have a non-

positive effect on earnings according to the HCM, but a positive effect according to the 

SSM (proof of greater ability). The evidence shows a negative effect here, in favor of 

HCM. Inefficient years should have a non-negative effect on earnings according to the 

HCM, and no effect under the SSM (they give no information about ability). The 

evidence shows no effect in favor of SSM. Third, repeated years have a potential 

positive effect under the HCM, and a negative effect under the SSM (signal of lower 

ability). The data showed no effect on earnings in favor of the HCM. Finally, Groot & 

                                                           
13

 I will use the acronyms in Section 2.6 for the ease of reading.  
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Oosterbeek measured the sheepskin effects on earnings by looking at years in education 

without a qualification. According to the HCM this should have a positive effect, but not 

so in the SSM. The findings support the HCM.  

Heywood (1994) finds that sheepskin effects are evident after 8, 12 and 16 years 

of education. The college diploma adds 9.3 percent to earnings for private sector 

workers. Belman and Heywood (1997) find that sheepskin effects fall to insignificance as 

workers age and become more experienced. Arabsheibani and Rees (1998) look at 

vocational subjects and find support for vocational screening. Overall, the HCM seems 

to fit the data better than the SSM.  

2.7 Concluding Remarks  

 This chapter reviewed two of the main models used to analyze the effects of 

schooling: the human capital model and the screening and signaling model. The human 

capital model is based on the Mincer earnings regression, the empirical foundation of 

returns to schooling. The screening and signaling model was developed in order to 

explain diploma effects for individuals with very similar educational levels (for example, 

differentiated only by the lack or presence of a terminal year towards a degree). There is 

much controversy in the literature about the accuracy of the two models, and some 

economists have even tried to combine the two. In Chapter 4, I empirically investigate 

diploma effects as well as human capital effects with respect to tax liability and welfare 

assistance. Before that, the third chapter examines the role of society in education and 

builds the theory that supports the empirical analysis of Chapter 4. 
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Chapter 3 Societal Intervention in the Market for Education 

3.1 Introduction 

The models in Chapter 2 - human capital and screening and signaling - compared 

the effects of acquiring education on private agents and employers. Under the 

assumption of perfect markets, none of the models suggest that education should be 

provided publicly. According to the human capital model, employees should invest in 

their education as a means of increasing their productivity. The screening and signaling 

model suggests that employers use schooling as an indicator of an employee’s future 

performance. Thus, firms should fund education privately as a means of distinguishing 

between able and less able workers.  

 Nonetheless, the United States government, as the main agent of society, is 

heavily involved in education, its funding, regulation, and provision. The issue that arises 

is: Why should society intervene in the market of a private good? Is there any reason for 

societal subsidization of schooling? To answer these questions, I need to understand 

what education is as a commodity. However, before discussing the characteristics of 

education, it is necessary to make a clear distinction between education and getting 

educated, as the two different terms are erroneously interchanged.14        

                                                           
14

 As Mark Twain described it, “I never let my schooling interfere with my education”. 
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 Since people get educated by accumulating knowledge, getting educated is a 

pure public good15, as knowledge does not wear out when more and more people 

engage in it, nor is it excludable or rival. However, as education is formally acquired in 

institutions with limited acceptance numbers, it is a rival good. Since the United States 

government imposes a mandatory level of education, no person can be excluded from 

it. Thus, education is a private good publicly provided to individuals who meet pre-

determined criteria. Getting educated is beyond the scope of my thesis, as it is a 

continuous process of learning, sometimes acquired outside institutions.  For simplicity, 

I will refer to an educated individual as an agent who has a specific level of educational 

attainment, obtained through formal schooling.  

 The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 surveys the 

social and economic benefits of education. I ask the question: How should schooling be 

interpreted as a commodity? Naturally, I turn to economics in order to model accurately 

education as a good, given its characteristics. Since education is not a pure public good, 

but it encodes many public benefits, it is appropriate to model it as a private good with 

positive externalities. Thus, Section 3.3 presents the theory of private goods with 

positive externalities, and the market failure associated with this type of commodity. 

Section 3.4 analyzes the market failures of education arising from externalities, 

asymmetric information, unequal access to credit markets, and unfair opportunities. 

                                                           
15

 See Section 3.3.1. 
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Section 3.5 concludes that society should subsidize education in order to correct the 

market failure.       

3.2 Social and Economic Benefits of Education 

Society benefits from a well-functioning educational system just as much as the 

public does. The 2002 Symposium at the Teachers College at Columbia University gave 

birth to the Campaign for Education Equity. The conference brought together leading 

economists in the field of the economics of education. The following are the summary 

statistics on education presented throughout their papers, which confirm both the 

economic and social benefits of schooling:16 

• “Annual losses exceed $50 billion in federal and state income taxes for all 

23,000,000 U.S. high school dropouts ages 18-67. 

• America loses $192 billion -- 1.6 % of GDP -- in combined income and tax 

revenue losses with each cohort of 18-year-olds who never complete high 

school. Health-related losses for the estimated 600,000 high school dropouts 

totaled at least $58 billion, or nearly $100,000 per student. 

• High school dropouts have a life expectancy that is 9.2 years shorter than high 

school graduates. 

                                                           
16

 All statistics refer to 2002.  
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• America could save between $7.9 billion and $10.8 billion annually by improving 

educational attainment among all recipients of TANF (Temporary Assistance for 

Needy Families), Food Stamps and housing assistance. 

• Increasing the high school completion rate by just 1 percent for all men ages 20-

60 would save the U.S. up to $1.4 billion per year in reduced costs from crime. 

• The economic benefits of participation in model preschool programs range as 

high as $7 for each dollar invested. 

•  College graduates are three times more likely to vote than Americans without a 

high school degree, while those who earn more are far more likely to be 

affiliated with a political organization.”17 

3.2.1 Social Benefits 

Many of the benefits of education cannot be measured with standard economic 

estimates and models. An educated person lives a longer and healthier life and has a 

deeper appreciation for the arts, sciences, and cultures. Trained individuals contribute 

to the progress of the arts and sciences, of technology and defense, which benefit the 

whole society. Schooling increases political participation, by instituting a common set of 

values and morals, which creates better citizens. Schools attract people from different 

socio-economic backgrounds, thus promoting equal opportunities among races, the 

poor, and the rich. Through an elementary education, children learn to read and write, 
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 http://www.schoolfunding.info/news/policy/10-31-05tcsymposium.php3 . 
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and to communicate more easily. They become voters who are easily informed, patients 

who are better able to take advantage of health services, and more versatile workers 

(Brimley and Garfield 2008). 

3.2.2 Economic Benefits 

Society draws several economic benefits from educated individuals.  Chapter 4 of 

this thesis will bring support to this statement. People with higher levels of education 

pay more taxes and require less welfare assistance, which implies positive social rates of 

return to investment. Moreover, through education, society invests in unemployment-

reducing services. An educated person can take advantage of a broader range of job 

opportunities, and is more likely to find a suitable position. Adequate work skills ensure 

some security against joblessness. At the same time, education has a negative fiscal 

effect on welfare payments, by helping to reduce unemployment. The following table 

summarizes the employment status of Americans by the highest level of education 

attained, for the years 2007 and 2008.18 Individuals with only a high-school diploma 

faced an unemployment rate of 5.7 percent, while individuals with at least a Bachelor’s 

Degree faced an unemployment rate of only 2.6 percent. Thus, a college educated 

individual was twice as likely to find a job as a high-school graduate. Similarly, a high 

school graduate was almost twice as likely to find a job than a high school dropout. 

                                                           
18

 The Bureau of Labor Statistics has not yet released a summary table for the year 2009. 
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Table 2 Employment Status by Educational Attainment  
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As will be shown in Chapter 4, income is directly related to educational 

attainment. As income rises, individuals pay more income and property taxes, 

contributing to government resources for publicly-funded goods and services. Thus, the 

society can benefit from more services, even without an increased tax burden. 

If education is considered a societal investment the pecuniary benefits are large. 

Individuals with higher levels of education pay more taxes, since they earn more. The 

topic is also analyzed empirically in Chapter 4, and evidence is found. Table 3 shows how 

much education paid in 2008 in terms of weekly earnings.19 A college graduate earned 

twice as much as a high school graduate, while a doctoral graduate earned 50 percent 

more than a college graduate.  Figure 2 illustrates the same trend over the past three 

decades.  
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 Most recent statistics as released by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. 
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Table 3 Earnings by Educational Attainment in 2008  
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Figure 2 Median Earnings by Educational Attainment 1980-2007 

 

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics  
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The social and economic benefits of education are enjoyed by both private 

individuals who acquire schooling, but also by the society around them. The most fitting 

way of modeling such a good is through the economic concept of positive externalities. 

Before I discuss how education fits this category, I explain in the following section the 

differences between private and public goods. I proceed to the theory of externalities 

and conclude with a graphical analysis of market failure. After setting up the theoretical 

base for externalities and market failure, I proceed to the examination of education 

within this framework.  

3.3 Private Goods with Positive Externalities  

3.3.1 Public and Private Goods 

A public good is a good that is non-excludable (no individual can be excluded 

from using the good) and non-rival in consumption (consumption by one individual does 

not reduce the availability of the good for other people).20 Examples of public goods are 

national defense, a light buoy, or clean air. Since anybody can freely enjoy a public good, 

problems arise when it comes to supplying it. A self-interested, utility-maximizing 

individual (a homo economicus) would leave such a task to others, to minimize personal 

efforts, while enjoying maximum consumption. Since benefits are not limited to those 

who contribute, there is no incentive to participate.  In contrast, a private good is both 

rival and excludable. However, private goods are not necessarily provided or produced 

by the private sector. Examples include medical and housing services to low-income 

                                                           
20

 See Stiglitz, Economics of the Public Sector, 1986, p. 87.  
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families.  Thus, the term public or private good does not tell by itself anything about the 

sector that provides a good (Rosen 1995). It tells nothing about the good’s market 

structure, or whether its allocation of resources is socially optimal. 

3.3.2 Externalities  

 The Fundamental Theorem of Welfare Economics says that as long as sellers and 

buyers act in perfect competition by taking prices as given, and there are no market 

failures, then a Pareto efficient21 allocation of resources emerges (Rosen 1995). Market 

failure arises in the presence of market power (some agents have more price-deciding 

power than others) or when markets do not exists. Note that according to the theorem, 

as long as the interaction between buyers and sellers is transmitted via prices, markets 

are efficient.        

Consider the case when the actions of some people do affect the welfare of 

others. When market prices do not reflect the effects of one entity on another’s 

welfare, an externality is created, which negatively impacts economic efficiency. 

Externalities can be created by both producers and consumers, and they can be positive 

or negative. Negative externalities include pollution, over-fishing, or deforestation. 

Positive externalities arise from research and development, cultural and aesthetic 

progress, or education. The analysis for the two types of externalities is symmetric. For 

                                                           
21

 A Pareto efficient state is a state in which the only way to make a person better off is to make at least 

one other person worse off.  
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the purpose of this thesis, I look at positive externalities. Figure 3 presents the market 

for a private good with positive externalities.  

 

Figure 3 The Market for a Good with Positive Externalities  
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Figure 3 presents the demand and supply schedules for a good Q. MC represents 

the marginal cost of producing the good, and it is equivalent to the supply curve. MPB is 

the marginal private benefit to the individuals who consume the good, and is equivalent 

to the private demand curve for this commodity. Without regard to any positive 

externalities, the market equilibrium will be where demand equals supply, i.e., where 

MC equals MPB (point c). The equilibrium quantity is Q1. Consider now that the good 

has positive spillover effects, or positive externalities, on society. Let MEB be the 

additional, external marginal benefit provided by this good. Thus, the total marginal 

benefit the society obtains is MSB, the vertical sum of MPB and MEB. The Pareto 

efficient level in the market for this good occurs at Q*, where MSB equals MC (point a). 

There is a shortage in the private market equal to (Q* - Q1).  Thus, the market fails to 

provide enough of the commodity. In order to assure Pareto efficiency at point a, 

society needs to provide a subsidy (either to producers or consumers) equal to the 

marginal external benefit at Q* - the distance ab - necessary to match the positive 

externality at Q* - the distance a’b’. The net-weight gain to society is the shaded area. 

 Because of the associate social benefits, education is best modeled using this 

theory of positive externalities. The social benefits, or positive externalities of 

education, were discussed in Section 3.2. If education is left to the private sector, the 

market fails to supply enough of it (e.g. Q1). To obtain an optimal level (e.g. Q*) society 

should subsidize it. The following section discusses additional market failures of 

schooling.      
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3.4 Additional Market Failures for Education 

Education is a peculiar private good in the sense that it has many social and 

private benefits, which were discussed in the previous sections. Additionally, the quality 

of education is difficult to estimate by its buyers, mostly children and young adults, 

making it subject to asymmetric information problems. Financing education can be 

difficult in the absence of perfect credit markets.  Society can also justify its intervention 

in education in order to guarantee commodity egalitarianism.  

3.4.1 Asymmetric Information 

In order to understand the demand for education, it is important to look at the 

consumers of education (Belfield 2000). The majority is represented by young adults 

and children. Children might have a hard time deciding and expressing voluntarily their 

demand for education. Young adults might not realize the importance of education until 

later in life, after significant misuse of resources. Such issues turn into a market failure 

of asymmetric information, where some individuals have a much better understanding 

of the market than others do. Wealthy and/or educated individuals have access to more 

information regarding schooling and its value. However, uneducated or poor individuals 

might not have access to the same resources. Society can reduce this uncertainty, by 

providing educational services and equal schooling opportunities. 
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3.4.2 Imperfect Credit Markets 

Even if the demand for education has been properly assessed, it is difficult to 

fund schooling if a capital market to borrow is not available (Belfield 2000). An individual 

might find it difficult to convince a bank to approve a loan, without any accurate 

estimates of the returns to education, or assurance of future gains. Students from low-

income families will bear the burden, because they have limited personal funding 

opportunities. On the private credit market, they cat not provide collateral for loans for 

“human capital” or “signaling” investments. Society should offer loans and redistribute 

funds for education. 

3.4.3 Access to Education and Fairness 

The lack of equal opportunities to means of paying for education is only part of 

the greater picture of fair access to schooling. Because of education’s positive 

externalities, the private market is not Pareto efficient. Furthermore, efficiently 

functioning markets also require free entry. As mentioned in Chapter 1, some 

economists22 believe that society would obtain higher rates of returns from privately 

funded education. College graduates would still have higher incomes, pay more taxes, 

and need less welfare assistance. Nonetheless, fewer individuals would have access to 

higher education. Fewer individuals would move to higher tax brackets. Fewer schooling 

environments would promote equal opportunities across socio-economic backgrounds.  

                                                           
22

 See Friedman (1993).  
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  The United States government, as the agent of its citizens, has been mandated 

to solve problems such as lack of fairness, or equal access to schooling. Society faces 

these issues when it decides whether to allocate more funds for special education, 

accelerated training for the gifted, vocational training programs, supporting classes for 

the disadvantaged, and so on. Voters may require that some commodities be made 

available to every member of a community. This idea is referred to as commodity 

egalitarianism (Rosen 1995). 

To model fairness, we can examine the trade-off between equity and efficiency. 

Society might want to invest in activities maximizing its own pecuniary return to 

education or national output. On the other side, society might want to promote social 

equity among students.  Consider the following two figures: 
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Figure 4.A Equity-efficiency Trade-offs 

  

 

Figure 4.B Efficiency Trade-offs for Higher Marginal Returns for less-able Students 

 

Source: Stiglitz, 1986, p 311   
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 Consider Figure 4.A. If society wishes to maximize national output, then 

efficiency is the goal. Thus, it would allocate funds to very able individuals, or to those 

who have advantageous home backgrounds. These individuals would reach higher levels 

of educational attainment. However, such policies might seem unfair to voters. Even 

when expenditures are equalized between efficiency and equity, the able will still be 

better off. Thus, a solution is for society to engage in compensatory education (a 

fairness measure), where additional expenditures compensate for the disadvantages in 

background facing certain groups of students.  

 In Figure 4.B a different trade-off curve is presented. The advantaged still have a 

higher output than the disadvantaged, but in this case the marginal return to further 

education is higher for the less advantaged. Thus, a movement along the curve from 

equal expenses towards compensatory education increases national output. Thus, more 

efficiency and equity is obtained with at least some level of compensatory education, in 

opposition to 4.A where zero compensatory education was efficient.  

 School districts are responsible for adopting one view or the other, according to 

the beliefs of its constituents. What point the school board chooses on the trade-off 

locus depends on the goals of the community. It is difficult to estimate empirically which 

graph is accurate. Thus, choosing a trade-off point depends not only on the community 

goals but also on which graph that particular community operate. Regardless, both 

diagrams give a market failure, as a movement towards maximum output is not efficient 

and decreases fairness.   
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3.5 Concluding Remarks 

 This chapter was dedicated to examining education as a good, the way we model 

it through economics, and the reasons why education should be subsidized. There are 

both social and economic reasons for society to invest in education, in addition to the 

necessity to intervene in a market with externalities. Education is not a public good. 

Nonetheless, it is a private good with positive externalities. Education helps research 

and development which improves the quality of life for all members of society. 

Schooling promotes democratic values, by training more active and better informed 

citizens. Publicly funded educational institutions bring together students from different 

socio-economic backgrounds, thus promoting equality. Market failure arises from these 

positive spillovers, from asymmetric information, imperfect credit markets for 

education, and unequal access to schooling. Left to the private sector, education would 

be underprovided. The focus of the next chapter is to demonstrate empirically that 

societal subsidization of education is a profitable investment.  
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Chapter 4 Econometric Analysis of Diploma Effects, Income Tax Liability, and Welfare 

Assistance   

4.1 Introduction  

The human capital model and the screening and signaling model in Chapter 2 are 

used for calculating rate of returns as well as marginal products of education 

investments, and thus, were worthwhile investigating. My main goal is to shed some 

light on the question: Should society fund education or leave it to the private sector? 

Since a viable argument against such spending is inefficiency through diploma effects, I 

empirically study the presence of such effects and discuss whether or not they are a 

sufficient condition against fiscal spending. I propose going back to simple regressions 

determining causality between education and income or taxes.23 

   In this chapter, I investigate diploma effects for post-secondary levels of 

schooling attainment, as well as the effect of education attainment on tax liability and 

public assistance. Section 4.2 presents the data and variables. Section 4.3 introduces the 

econometric methods and theory used in my analysis. In Section 4.4, I investigate 

diploma effects, and conclude with the results. Section 4.5 presents the models for tax 

liability and educational attainment. Section 4.6 turns to education and public 

assistance, and Section 4.7 concludes.   

 

                                                           
23

 For the scope of this thesis, factors such as ability or costs to students for schooling will not be 

addressed. 
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4.2 Data and Variables 

This section describes how the data was obtained, and which variables were 

incorporated. The first part presents the data variables extracted from the March 2009 

supplement of the Current Population Survey. The second part describes the 

educational attainment variable and introduces the dummy variables I created for my 

analysis.   

4.2.1 Data 

The Bureau of Labor Statistics conducts a survey of more than 60,000 

households from every state.24 The data was obtained from the Current Population 

Survey (CPS) March Supplement25 for 2009.  I focused only on 2009 as I want to study 

the most recent state of education, given the current economic conditions. The 2009 

March Supplement provided a large data set. The March Supplement of the Annual 

Demographic Survey is one of the main sources of information on income and work 

records for the United States. It contains more data on individuals than the other 

monthly CPS supplements. The variables were extracted using the DataFerret tool 

available through the Bureau of Labor Statistics. The following cross-sectional26 

variables27 were extracted:  

                                                           
24

 For more information on the most recent methodology and documentation guide see 

http://www.bls.census.gov/cps/ads/2002/smethdoc.htm  .  
25

 http://www.bls.gov/cps/ 
26

 My data is cross-sectional since I extracted it only from the March 2009 CPS. Thus it can be considered 

measured at a single point in time. 
27

 I kept the names for the variables from the survey.  
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 A_HGA= educational attainment; 

 FEDTAX_BC= federal income tax liability, before credits;28 

STATETAX_BC = state tax liability, before credits; 

PTOTVAL = personal total income for the past year; 

 PEARNVAL = total personal earnings; 

             PAW_VAL = public assistance amount. 

In order to obtain the total tax liability amount before credits, I created a new variable 

TAX_BC. The TAX_BC variable is the sum of FEDTAX_BC (federal tax liability) and 

STATETAX_BC (state tax liability).  The public assistance variable PAW_VAL, or welfare 

payments, includes cash public assistance payments low-income people receive, such as 

aid to families with dependent children (AFDC, ADC), temporary assistance to needy 

families (TANF), general assistance, and emergency assistance.29 Note also that 

PEARNVAL is included in PTOTVAL. Specifically PTOTVAL is the sum of PEARNVAL and 

POTHVAL (total personal other income). POTHVAL includes income not obtained from 

being employed. Examples are income obtained from dividends or rental property.  

4.2.2 The Educational Attainment Variable 

The educational attainment variable is provided qualitatively to give the level of 

highest education achievement for each observation. Education has been incorporated 

                                                           
28

 Unlike tax deductions, tax credits are subtracted from the final amount of tax one owes. 
29

 Current Population Survey Dictionary. 
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historically into modeling as a quantitative variable by measuring the years of schooling, 

going back to the Mincerian function30 or the basic human capital model.  However, for 

the purpose of evaluating diploma effects, years-of-schooling as a measure has 

significant drawbacks. Historically, a high school diploma was associated with 12 years 

of schooling, while a bachelor’s degree with 16 years of schooling. This assumption 

became no longer realistic, starting with the 1980s (Kominski and Siegel 1993). Prior to 

the 1980s, the number of individuals reporting four years of college without obtaining a 

diploma was negligibly in the thousands. In contrast, for the 1980 census, the number of 

people reporting more than five years necessary to graduate college jumped to over a 

million and stayed essentially constant throughout the 1980s – 13 percent in 1986, 6 

percent in 1990. This discrepancy corresponded with the study showing an increase in 

the length of time students are took to obtain a diploma.  

 The estimation of four years of college includes education for the sole purpose of 

training – i.e., an individual taking additional classes without aiming for a diploma. It also 

excludes individuals who take longer to complete an education because they are 

working and interning, which is essentially training towards increasing personal human 

capital.  

 The years-of-schooling standard also creates uncertainty in the classification of 

high school graduates. With the increasing popularity of General Educational 

Development (GED) diplomas obtained through means other than attending high school 

                                                           
30

 See Chapter 2.  
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(night classes, courses targeting GED examinations, home schooling), the number of 

years necessary to complete high school can decrease below four years.   

 In order to correct for these inconsistencies, the March CPS saw a change in the 

surveying methods in 1992. Before 1992, individuals were asked to answer a two-part 

question. The first part asked “What is the highest grade or year of regular school … has 

ever attended?” The second part followed with “Did … complete the grade?” In 1992 

the question changed to “What is the highest level of school … has completed or the 

highest degree … has received?” In addition to addressing the above issues, the newer 

question has the advantage of including other types of degrees such as Associates, 

Professionals, One-year certificates, and so on.  

 Thus, for the purpose of this thesis, I use the newer form of the educational 

attainment variable, A_HGA. I switch from a quantitative approach to examining 

education to a qualitative one. This suggested the use of dummy variables as the best 

tool for analyzing non-quantitative data.   

4.2.3 Dummy Variables  

Dummy variables are qualitative variables, also known as categorical variables or 

nominal scale variables. Examples of dummy variables are gender, race, color, 

nationality, or highest level of educational attainment. Such variables are a useful tool 

to classify data into mutually exclusive categories.31  Dummy variables are constructed 

                                                           
31

 For more on dummy variables, see Gujarati, 2003, Chapter 9.  
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to take the value unity whenever the characteristic that they represent occurs (Kennedy 

1998). After a dummy, or proxy, is constructed, it can be used in the classical linear 

regression model just like any other explanatory variable.     

Thus, in a classical regression model, the coefficient of a dummy variable 

represents an average of all the observations with the particular quality. For example, if 

income is the dependent variable and gender is a dummy variable D taking the value 1 

for male and 0 for female, the coefficient of D would represent the average of all males’ 

incomes.  If no other variables are included, the constant term would then represent the 

average of females’ incomes. 

 Therefore, employing the newer form of the educational attainment variable 

A_HGA, I constructed the following dummy variables: 

D1= the individual attended some college (1 for minimum 1 credit course in 

college, 0 elsewhere); 

 D2 = the individual attended college, but obtained no diploma (1 for some 

college no diploma, 0 elsewhere); 

 D3 = the individual holds a bachelor’s diploma (1 for diploma, 0 elsewhere); 

 T1 = the individual holds a high-school diploma or more; 

 T3 = the individual holds a bachelor’s diploma or more.    
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Table 4 shows the qualitative coding of A_HGA as compiled by the Bureau of Labor 

Statistics; Table 5 shows how each dummy variable was constructed using A_HGA.   
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Table 4 Educational Attainment, A_HGA – Labels of Entries   

A_HGA Entry Label 

35 9th grade 

36 10th grade 

37 11th grade 

38 12th grade, no diploma 

39 High school graduate: high school diploma 

or equivalent 

40 Some college but no degree 

41  Associate degree in college occupation/ 

vocation program 

42 Associate degree in college academic 

program 

43  Bachelor’s degree 

44 Master’s degree 

45 Professional school degree 

46 Doctorate degree 
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Table 5 Dummy Variables by A_HGA Construction 

Dummy 

Variable 

Label Relation to A_HGA Frequency  

(# of 1s, # of 0s) 

D1 At least one college credit 1 if A_HGA>39; 0 else (81,508; 67,269) 

D2 Some college, no 

Bachelor’s 

1 if 39< A_HGA< 43; 0 

else 

(41,631; 107,146) 

D3 Bachelor’s degree 1 if A_HGA = 43; 0 else  (26,014; 122,763) 

T1 High-school diploma or 

more 

1 if A_HGA > 38 (126,344; 22,433) 

T2 Bachelor’s degree or 

more  

1 if A_HGA >43 (39,877; 108,900) 
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The variables D2 and D3 were incorporated into a multiple-variable regression32 

model to test for diploma effects on both income and earnings. Variable D1 was 

incorporated into a multiple-regression model first for welfare assistance with respect 

to education levels, and second, for the amount of tax liability as related to educational 

attainment. D1 is particularly useful for testing if above high-school educated people (1) 

require less welfare assistance and (2) pay more taxes. Results supporting (1) and (2) 

would imply that it is beneficial for society to invest in higher education. Variables T1 

and T2 are used to study the effects of pursuing a college degree after high school. 

Essentially, if statistically significant, D2 and D3 would support diploma effects, while 

D1, T1, and T2 would support the human capital model.  The following section discusses 

the econometric techniques used to test my hypotheses.  

4.3 Econometric Methodology  

 The purpose of this chapter is to investigate diploma effects, and tax and welfare 

payment effects. My hypotheses are that: (1) diploma effects are significant at the 

college level, and (2) individuals with at least some college credit pay more taxes and 

require less social assistance. Before I present my regressions, it is prudent to explain 

the econometric theory underlining my methodology.  

 The effects of education were studied using the Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) 

method, since it is a widely-used method for cross-sectional data. It is an effective 

method, as it assures the least variance, or mean square error. At the same time, it 

                                                           
32

 Described in the following sections.  
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offers unbiased estimators, which can be easily incorporated into a regression line to 

easily fit the data. An unbiased estimator has its true value equal to the estimated value. 

The OLS method was developed by Karl Gauss (1777 – 1855), and is a representation of 

his classical linear regression model (CLRM). In order to use OLS, there are several 

assumptions that must be met:33 

• Linearity. The regression model is linear in the parameters, of the form: 

                                    Yi=β1+β2Xi+ ui                                                                                                               (23) 

where Y is the dependent variable, X is the independent variable, βs are the coefficients, 

and u is the stochastic error term.  

• The independent variable is nonstochastic (not random).  

• Zero mean variance of the error term ui. Technically, the conditional mean value 

of the error term is zero: 

                                   E(ui| Xi)=0                                                                                   (24) 

• Homoskedasticity of the error term. The conditional variance of ui with respect 

to the independent variable is constant:  

                                     Var(ui|Xi)= σ2                                                                                        (25) 

Homoskedasticity means that in a series of random variables, all variables have 

the same variance. If the condition above is not met, the model is 

heteroskedastic.  

                                                           
33

 See Gujarati, 2003, Chapter 7. 
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• No autocorrelation among the error terms. The covariance between any two ui 

and uj is zero: 

                                     cov(ui, uj| Xi, Xj) =0                                                                    (26) 

Autocorrelation here means that the error terms are dependent on each other.  

• Zero covariance between ui and Xi : 

                                  cov( ui, Xi)=0                                                                                  (27) 

• The number of observations must be greater than the number of parameters 

that are estimated.  

• The values of the independent variable must not all be the same: 

                                                  var(X)≠0                                                                                      (28) 

Except for homoskedaticity, all assumptions are met, since the data is obtained 

from the March CPS. I used a multiple-variable linear regression model, thus the first 

assumption is met. In order to test for heteroskedasticity I performed a Breusch-Pagan/ 

Cook-Wiesberg test.34 I also used the “vce (robust)” command in Stata to ensure 

heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors. I now proceed to the regression analysis.   

The following sections present the multiple-variable regression models I used to 

find diploma effects as well as effects on tax liability and social assistance. For the first 

purpose, I investigate both PTOTVAL (personal total income) and PEARNVAL (total 

personal earnings). I wanted to look at earnings as reflective of current job situation. 

The reason for this is to exclude outside sources from influencing the results on income.   

                                                           
34

 See Gujarati, 2003, Chapter 11.  
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4.4 Diploma Effects 

4.4.1 Regression Analysis  

Using the D2 and D3 dummy variables generated for people with a college 

degree versus people with some college education but no degree, I investigate diploma 

effects.35 The reason I excluded individuals with higher levels of education than college 

is that I wanted to make sure that if I obtained evidence of diploma effects it was 

because the individual graduated from college, and not because later also pursued a 

doctorate degree. I keep the notation described in Section 4.2.3 for the variables. The 

models – one for income and one for earnings – analyzed using Stata36 are: 

                         PEARNVALi = β1+ β2D2i + β3D3i + ui                                                                              (29) 

                          PTOTVALi = δ1 + δ2D2i + δ3D3i + ui                                                                                (30) 

where i represents the number of the observation. In this case, the index i ranges from 1 

to 148,777.  The results for regression (29) are given in Table 6, while the results for 

regression (30) are given in Table 7.  All results are interpreted in Section 4.4.2.  

 

 

 

                                                           
35

 I use dummy variable D1 in Sections 4.5 and 4.6, as it does not differentiate among diplomas (see Table 

4).  
36

 Stata is a data analysis and statistical software. I used version 10.   
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Table 6 Regression results for (29); earnings and diploma effects.  

                                                                              
       _cons        22225555555500005555....33334444            111166661111....2222666677773333            111155558888....11116666            0000....000000000000                    22225555111188889999....22226666                22225555888822221111....44442222
          D3        22222222111177774444....22225555            333322227777....2222888888886666                66667777....77775555            0000....000000000000                    22221111555533332222....77777777                22222222888811115555....77773333
          D2        1111111166666666....222255555555            222277776666....9999333311111111                    4444....22221111            0000....000000000000                    666622223333....4444777755556666                1111777700009999....000033334444
                                                                              
    PEARNVAL        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

                   Total       3333....2222444411113333eeee++++11114444111144448888777777776666        2222....1111777788887777eeee++++00009999                                            Root MSE      =         44445555999933335555
                                                       Adj R-squared =     0000....0000333311115555
                Residual       3333....1111333399992222eeee++++11114444111144448888777777774444        2222....1111111100000000eeee++++00009999                                            R-squared     =     0000....0000333311115555
                   Model       1111....0000222211119999eeee++++11113333                    2222        5555....1111000099994444eeee++++11112222                                            Prob > F      =     0000....0000000000000000
                                                       F(  2,148774) =    2222444422221111....44449999
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =        111144448888777777777777

 

 

Table 7 Regression results for (30); income and diploma effects. 

                                                                              
       _cons        33330000999922229999....88882222            111166664444....5555666600007777            111188887777....99995555            0000....000000000000                    33330000666600007777....22228888                33331111222255552222....33336666
          D3        22223333444466661111....66664444            333333333333....9999777722224444                77770000....22225555            0000....000000000000                    22222222888800007777....00006666                22224444111111116666....22222222
          D2        1111000055555555....999911113333            222288882222....5555888866666666                    3333....77774444            0000....000000000000                    555500002222....0000444499991111                1111666600009999....777777777777
                                                                              
     PTOTVAL        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

                   Total       3333....3333888833336666eeee++++11114444111144448888777777776666        2222....2222777744443333eeee++++00009999                                            Root MSE      =         44446666888877773333
                                                       Adj R-squared =     0000....0000333333339999
                Residual       3333....2222666688887777eeee++++11114444111144448888777777774444        2222....1111999977771111eeee++++00009999                                            R-squared     =     0000....0000333344440000
                   Model       1111....1111444488888888eeee++++11113333                    2222        5555....7777444444442222eeee++++11112222                                            Prob > F      =     0000....0000000000000000
                                                       F(  2,148774) =    2222666611114444....44447777
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =        111144448888777777777777
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I run the Breusch-Pagan test for heteroskedasticity for both (29) and (30). Both 

tests have p = 0.000, which strongly rejects homoskedasticity. The results are given in 

Table 8 and Table 9, respectively. Thus I need to correct for heteroskedasticity. This is 

easily accomplished in Stata using the “vce(robust)” command. The final results, fixed 

for heteroskedasticity, for (29) and (30) are given in Tables 10 and 11, respectively.  

 

Table 8 Breusch-Pagan test for heteroskedasticity; earnings and diploma effects 

         Prob > chi2  =            0000....0000000000000000
         chi2(1111)      =            333311111111....11110000

         Variables: fitted values of PEARNVAL
         Ho: Constant variance
Breusch-Pagan / Cook-Weisberg test for heteroskedasticity 

 

Table 9. Breusch-Pagan test for heteroskedasticity. income and diploma effects 

         Prob > chi2  =            0000....0000000000000000
         chi2(1111)      =            222299994444....99999999

         Variables: fitted values of PTOTVAL
         Ho: Constant variance
Breusch-Pagan / Cook-Weisberg test for heteroskedasticity 
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Table 10 Regression results for (29), fixed for heteroskedasticity; earnings and diploma effects 

                                                                              
       _cons        22225555555500005555....33334444            111166663333....6666999966669999            111155555555....88881111            0000....000000000000                        22225555111188884444....5555                22225555888822226666....11118888
          D3        22222222111177774444....22225555            333399997777....7777222255557777                55555555....77775555            0000....000000000000                    22221111333399994444....77771111                22222222999955553333....77778888
          D2        1111111166666666....222255555555            222233334444....2222000000007777                    4444....99998888            0000....000000000000                    777700007777....2222222266664444                1111666622225555....222288884444
                                                                              
    PEARNVAL        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                             Robust
                                                                              

                                                                                                                                                                                                                            Root MSE      =         44445555999933335555
                                                                                                                                                                                                                            R-squared     =     0000....0000333311115555
                                                                                                                                                                                                                            Prob > F      =     0000....0000000000000000
                                                                                                                                                                                                                            F(  2,148774) =    1111666622220000....88885555
Linear regression                                      Number of obs =        111144448888777777777777

 

 

Table 11 Regression results for (29), fixed for heteroskedasticity; income and diploma effects 

                                                                              
       _cons        33330000999922229999....88882222            111166667777....9999888833336666            111188884444....11112222            0000....000000000000                    33330000666600000000....55558888                33331111222255559999....00006666
          D3        22223333444466661111....66664444            444400004444....3333333366666666                55558888....00003333            0000....000000000000                    22222222666666669999....11115555                22224444222255554444....11113333
          D2        1111000055555555....999911113333            222233338888....3333999900005555                    4444....44443333            0000....000000000000                    555588888888....6666777722226666                1111555522223333....111155554444
                                                                              
     PTOTVAL        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                             Robust
                                                                              

                                                                                                                                                                                                                            Root MSE      =         44446666888877773333
                                                                                                                                                                                                                            R-squared     =     0000....0000333344440000
                                                                                                                                                                                                                            Prob > F      =     0000....0000000000000000
                                                                                                                                                                                                                            F(  2,148774) =    1111777766669999....66669999
Linear regression                                      Number of obs =        111144448888777777777777
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Regressions (29) and (30) were constructed to test for diploma effects at the 

college level. For that purpose, college graduates were compared to college dropouts. 

Significant results would support the screening and signaling model. However, 

differences among diplomas would support the human capital model. Thus, if 

individuals gain more from a college diploma than they gain from a high school diploma, 

then they should pursue the additional education.  

   For a comparison test between high school and college diplomas, I looked at 

the effects of having a high school education (dummy variable T1) and having a college 

education (dummy variable T2) without excluding anyone with a higher education level. 

Thus, variable T2 includes variable D3 by adding graduate degrees (Master’s, 

Professional, and Doctorate).  I construct multi-variable regressions on both earnings 

(equation 31) and income (equation 32):   

                                     PEARNVAL i= α1 + α2T1i + α3T2i + ui                                                                    (31) 

                                      PTOTVALi = θ1 + θ2T1i + θ3T2i + ui                                                                                     (32) 

The results are given in Table 12 and Table 13. The interpretations are presented in 

Section 4.4.2.   
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Table 12 Regression results for (31); earnings for high-school and college graduates 

       _cons        6666777733333333....333344449999            222299991111....0000666655557777                22223333....11113333            0000....000000000000                    6666111166662222....888866666666                7777333300003333....888833332222
          T2                    33331111777711111111            222266663333....8888999911116666            111122220000....11117777            0000....000000000000                    33331111111199993333....77778888                33332222222222228888....22223333
          T1        11117777000044446666....22227777            333322226666....6666444477778888                55552222....11119999            0000....000000000000                    11116666444400006666....00005555                    11117777666688886666....5555
                                                                              
    PEARNVAL        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

                   Total       3333....2222444411113333eeee++++11114444111144448888777777776666        2222....1111777788887777eeee++++00009999                                            Root MSE      =         44443333555599995555
                                                       Adj R-squared =     0000....1111222277777777
                Residual       2222....8888222277775555eeee++++11114444111144448888777777774444        1111....9999000000005555eeee++++00009999                                            R-squared     =     0000....1111222277777777
                   Model       4444....1111333388888888eeee++++11113333                    2222        2222....0000666699994444eeee++++11113333                                            Prob > F      =     0000....0000000000000000
                                                       F(  2,148774) =11110000888888888888....66663333
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =        111144448888777777777777

 

 

Table 13 Regression results for (32); income for high-school and college graduates 

                                                                              
       _cons            9999666644448888....00008888            222299994444....2222444499997777                33332222....77779999            0000....000000000000                    9999000077771111....333355556666                    11110000222222224444....8888
          T2        33334444222222226666....55554444            222266666666....7777777788884444            111122228888....33330000            0000....000000000000                    33333333777700003333....66666666                33334444777744449999....44442222
          T1        11119999444433336666....33339999            333333330000....2222222211111111                55558888....88886666            0000....000000000000                    11118888777788889999....11117777                22220000000088883333....66662222
                                                                              
     PTOTVAL        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

                   Total       3333....3333888833336666eeee++++11114444111144448888777777776666        2222....2222777744443333eeee++++00009999                                            Root MSE      =         44444444000077772222
                                                       Adj R-squared =     0000....1111444466660000
                Residual       2222....8888888899997777eeee++++11114444111144448888777777774444        1111....9999444422223333eeee++++00009999                                            R-squared     =     0000....1111444466660000
                   Model       4444....9999333399990000eeee++++11113333                    2222        2222....4444666699995555eeee++++11113333                                            Prob > F      =     0000....0000000000000000
                                                       F(  2,148774) =11112222777711114444....11119999
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =        111144448888777777777777
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The Breusch-Pagan test for heteroskedasticity once again yielded p=0.000 for 

both (31) and (32); the results are given in Table 14 and Table 15. Correcting once again 

for heteroskedasticity, the final results for (31) and (32) are given in Tables 16 and 17, 

respectively.  

 

Table 14 Breusch-Pagan Test for heteroskedasticity; earnings for high school and college 

graduates 

         Prob > chi2  =            0000....0000000000000000
         chi2(1111)      =        3333111144443333....22221111

         Variables: fitted values of PEARNVAL
         Ho: Constant variance
Breusch-Pagan / Cook-Weisberg test for heteroskedasticity 

  

 

Table 15 Breusch-Pagan Test for heteroskedasticity; income for high school and college 

graduates 

         Prob > chi2  =            0000....0000000000000000
         chi2(1111)      =        3333000022220000....55552222

         Variables: fitted values of PTOTVAL
         Ho: Constant variance
Breusch-Pagan / Cook-Weisberg test for heteroskedasticity 
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Table 16 Regression results for (31), fixed for heteroskedasticity; earning for high school and 

college graduates 

                                                                              
       _cons        6666777733333333....333344449999            111111116666....0000111144443333                55558888....00004444            0000....000000000000                    6666555500005555....999966663333                6666999966660000....777733334444
          T2                    33331111777711111111            333366660000....2222999977778888                88888888....00001111            0000....000000000000                    33331111000000004444....88883333                33332222444411117777....11118888
          T1        11117777000044446666....22227777            111155558888....9999888800007777            111100007777....22222222            0000....000000000000                    11116666777733334444....66667777                11117777333355557777....88887777
                                                                              
    PEARNVAL        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                             Robust
                                                                              

                                                                                                                                                                                                                            Root MSE      =         44443333555599995555
                                                                                                                                                                                                                            R-squared     =     0000....1111222277777777
                                                                                                                                                                                                                            Prob > F      =     0000....0000000000000000
                                                                                                                                                                                                                            F(  2,148774) =11112222000088882222....11119999
Linear regression                                      Number of obs =        111144448888777777777777

 

 

Table 17 Regression results for (32), fixed for heteroskedasticity; income for high school and 

college graduates 

. 

                                                                              
       _cons            9999666644448888....00008888            111122223333....5555999977777777                77778888....00006666            0000....000000000000                    9999444400005555....888833331111                9999888899990000....333322229999
          T2        33334444222222226666....55554444            333366664444....1111555511114444                99993333....99999999            0000....000000000000                    33333333555511112222....88881111                33334444999944440000....22227777
          T1        11119999444433336666....33339999            111166665555....0000444422227777            111111117777....77777777            0000....000000000000                    11119999111111112222....99991111                11119999777755559999....88887777
                                                                              
     PTOTVAL        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                             Robust
                                                                              

                                                                                                                                                                                                                            Root MSE      =         44444444000077772222
                                                                                                                                                                                                                            R-squared     =     0000....1111444466660000
                                                                                                                                                                                                                            Prob > F      =     0000....0000000000000000
                                                                                                                                                                                                                            F(  2,148774) =11114444111111113333....88881111
Linear regression                                      Number of obs =        111144448888777777777777
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4.4.2 Interpretation of Results 

 The results in Table 10 and Table 11 suggest the presence of diploma effects.  

The coefficients of D2 and D3 are statistically significant for both earnings and income 

regressions (at the 0.05% level with p values < 0.0000000).37 The most important 

outcome is the large difference between the coefficients of D2 and D3. As mentioned 

before, the coefficients of dummy variables represent averages. By looking at the results 

of Table 10, we observe that on average college graduates earned   

$22,174.25 - $1,166.255 = $21,007. 995 

more than individuals with some college.  From Table 11, college graduates have on 

average    

$23,461.64 - $1,055.913 = $22,405.727 

more income than college dropouts.  

 While college diploma effects support the screening and signaling model, 

differences between diplomas support human capital accumulation. The purpose of 

regressions (31) and (32) was to test my hypothesis that college graduates earn more 

than high school graduates. For both earnings and income, the coefficients of T1 (high 

school graduates) and T2 (college graduates) are significant, with p values < 0.00000. 

Importantly, the college coefficient is greater than the high school coefficient. This is 

                                                           
37

 The low values R
2
 are debatable. Some economists consider low R

2
 a proof of insignificance of the 

model, while others consider this irrelevant. The validity of either claim is beyond the scope of this thesis. 
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consistent with the Bureau of Labor Statistics findings presented in Chapter 338: people 

with higher levels of educational attainment earn more.     

 The results of regression (31) in Table 16 state that, on average, the earnings of 

high school graduates are $17,046.27. College graduates earn almost twice as much at 

$31,711. In this case, the coefficient of the constant term is interesting, as it represents 

the average earnings of high school dropouts (the remaining individuals in the data set). 

Thus, in 2008-2009, high school dropouts earned $6,733.249, which is three times less 

than high school graduates, and five times less than college graduates. Similarly, the 

results of regression (32) in Table 17 state that the average income for high school 

dropouts was $9,648.08, for high school graduates $19,436.39, and $34,226.54 for 

college graduates.   

However, these regressions do not tell the whole story. As I noted previously, 

people with higher incomes pay more taxes and require less social assistance. In the 

following section, I find evidence that not only college graduates, but also any individual 

with some college experience meets these conditions. I conclude that this phenomenon 

indicates high rates of return on investments for society, as a large portion of the funds 

invested is recovered in taxes.  

 

 

                                                           
38

 See Table 2.  
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4.5 Educational Attainment and Tax Revenue  

 Education has the potential to pay for itself. As estimated by Trostel (2008), 

society gets back at least $7.46 for every dollar invested in a college graduate. Over an 

average life-time, a four-year college graduate pays $471,000 in income taxes, property 

taxes, pay-roll taxes, or sales-revenue -- more than twice what a high-school graduate 

pays. In addition, society spends an estimate of $85,000 less on a college graduate for 

welfare programs, such as unemployment compensations, Medicare, or prisons. That is 

a total of $556,000 of additional income that society obtains from a college degree 

holder. In contrast, society invests on average only $74,500 in a student attending a 

four-year public institution.   

 I find similar results by analyzing two regression models, using D1 (individuals 

with at least one college credit) as the independent variable. In Section 4.5.1, I present 

the regression analysis for tax liability TAX_BC. Section 4.5.2 presents the interpretation 

of the results.   

4.5.1 Regression Analysis  

 As before, TAX_BC is the sum of federal and state tax liability, before credits. D1 

takes the unity value if the individual has at least one college credit, and zero for an 

individual who never enrolled in college. First, I set up a two-variable classic linear 

regression model (33); the results are given in Table 18. 

                               TAX_BCi = φ1+ φ2D1i+ui                                                                       (33) 
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Table 18 Regression results for (33); tax liability and educational attainment 

                                                                              
       _cons        2222000033334444....444422225555            44448888....88883333333344447777                44441111....66666666            0000....000000000000                    1111999933338888....777711112222                2222111133330000....111133337777
          D1        5555222299992222....888866667777                66665555....9999777755559999                88880000....22222222            0000....000000000000                    5555111166663333....555555555555                5555444422222222....111177778888
                                                                              
      TAX_BC        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

                   Total       2222....4444888899998888eeee++++11113333111144448888777777776666            111166667777333355555555333322222222                                            Root MSE      =         11112222666666666666
                                                       Adj R-squared =     0000....0000444411115555
                Residual       2222....3333888866666666eeee++++11113333111144448888777777775555            111166660000444411116666888899996666                                            R-squared     =     0000....0000444411115555
                   Model       1111....0000333322224444eeee++++11112222                    1111        1111....0000333322224444eeee++++11112222                                            Prob > F      =     0000....0000000000000000
                                                       F(  1,148775) =    6666444433335555....99993333
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =        111144448888777777777777
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The Breusch-Pagan test for heteroskedasticity for (33) has p=0.000, which 

strongly rejects homoskedasticity. The results are given in Table 19. Thus, I correct for 

heteroskedasticity using the vce(robust) command in Stata. The final results, fixed for 

heteroskedasticiy, for (33) are given in Tables 20.  

 

Table 19 Breusch-Pagan test for heteroskedasticity; tax liability and educational attainment 

         Prob > chi2  =            0000....0000000000000000
         chi2(1111)      =        1111333322226666....66665555

         Variables: fitted values of TAX_BC
         Ho: Constant variance
Breusch-Pagan / Cook-Weisberg test for heteroskedasticity 

 

 

Table 20 Regression results for (33), fixed for heteroskedasticity; tax liability and educational 

attainment 

 

                                                                              
       _cons        2222000033334444....444422225555            22224444....66661111555555554444                88882222....66665555            0000....000000000000                    1111999988886666....111177779999                2222000088882222....666677771111
          D1        5555222299992222....888866667777            66661111....55552222777733337777                88886666....00002222            0000....000000000000                    5555111177772222....222277774444                5555444411113333....444455559999
                                                                              
      TAX_BC        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                             Robust
                                                                              

                                                                                                                                                                                                                            Root MSE      =         11112222666666666666
                                                                                                                                                                                                                            R-squared     =     0000....0000444411115555
                                                                                                                                                                                                                            Prob > F      =     0000....0000000000000000
                                                                                                                                                                                                                            F(  1,148775) =    7777444400000000....22223333
Linear regression                                      Number of obs =        111144448888777777777777
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4.5.2 Interpretation of Results 

Regression (33) tested the hypothesis that individuals with some college 

education pay higher taxes. It is worth noting that I am evaluating the effect not only on 

college graduates, but also on people who attended college without obtaining a degree. 

The coefficient of D1 is statistically significant with a p value < 0.00000. From Table 20 

we can deduce that, on average, individuals with at least one college credit pay 

$5,292.867 in federal and state taxes. The coefficient of the constant term represents 

the average tax liability for individuals who never attended college. In this case this 

coefficient, $2,034.425, is less than half what college attendees pay. Regardless of 

college dropout rates, more education has higher returns than less education. 

Therefore, regression (33) supports human capital. Individuals with some college 

experience pay more taxes.  

4.6 Educational Attainment and Public Assistance Payments  

 Society spends less on college educated individuals. The reasons could include 

that better informed people tend to be healthier or may be more qualified and less 

likely to apply for unemployment. As found in Section 4.4, the educated earn more. 

With higher income comes better access to health care and services. Individuals are able 

to afford such commodities privately, and require less public assistance. The regression 

analysis is presented in Section 4.6.1; the results are explained in Section 4.6.2. 
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4.6.1 Regression Analysis    

Using the March 2009 Current Population Survey data, I set up a linear 

regression model with PAW_VAL (public assistance amount) and D1 (college attendance 

proxy). The regression is given in equation (34); the results are given in Table 21.  

                                         PAW_VALi = ϕ1 + ϕ2D1i + ui                                                                  (34) 

 

Table 21 Regression results for (34); public assistance and educational attainment 

                                                                              
       _cons        33338888....99996666777711115555            1111....555555550000555533336666                22225555....11113333            0000....000000000000                    33335555....99992222888811113333                44442222....00000000666611117777
          D1    ----22225555....22229999555522221111            2222....000099994444888833335555            ----11112222....00008888            0000....000000000000                ----22229999....44440000111100005555            ----22221111....11118888999933338888
                                                                              
     PAW_VAL        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

                   Total       2222....4444000088884444eeee++++11110000111144448888777777776666            111166661111888888883333....00007777                                            Root MSE      =     444400002222....11115555
                                                       Adj R-squared =     0000....0000000011110000
                Residual       2222....4444000066661111eeee++++11110000111144448888777777775555            111166661111777722225555....66666666                                            R-squared     =     0000....0000000011110000
                   Model       22223333555588880000666666667777....1111                    1111        22223333555588880000666666667777....1111                                            Prob > F      =     0000....0000000000000000
                                                       F(  1,148775) =        111144445555....88881111
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =        111144448888777777777777
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The Breusch-Pagan test for heteroskedasticity for (34) has p=0.000, which 

strongly rejects homoskedasticity. The results are given in Table 22. Thus, I need to 

correct for heteroskedasticity. The final results, fixed for heteroskedasticiy, for (34) are 

given in Tables 23. 

 

Table 22 Breusch-Pagan test for heteroskedasticity; public assistance and educational 

attainment  

         Prob > chi2  =            0000....0000000000000000
         chi2(1111)      =                22227777....33334444

         Variables: fitted values of PAW_VAL
         Ho: Constant variance
Breusch-Pagan / Cook-Weisberg test for heteroskedasticity 

 

 

Table 23 Regression results for (34), fixed for heteroskedasticity; public assistance and 

educational attainment 

 

                                                                              
       _cons        33338888....99996666777711115555                1111....88889999333377773333                22220000....55558888            0000....000000000000                    33335555....22225555555544447777                44442222....66667777888888882222
          D1    ----22225555....22229999555522221111            2222....111188882222999944446666            ----11111111....55559999            0000....000000000000                ----22229999....55557777333377774444            ----22221111....00001111666666668888
                                                                              
     PAW_VAL        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                             Robust
                                                                              

                                                                                                                                                                                                                            Root MSE      =     444400002222....11115555
                                                                                                                                                                                                                            R-squared     =     0000....0000000011110000
                                                                                                                                                                                                                            Prob > F      =     0000....0000000000000000
                                                                                                                                                                                                                            F(  1,148775) =        111133334444....22227777
Linear regression                                      Number of obs =        111144448888777777777777
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4.6.2 Interpretation of Results  

    Table 23 shows that both the coefficient of D1 and the coefficient of the 

constant term are significant with p values < 0.00000. Moreover, we can see that college 

education has a negative effect on public assistance payments, as given by the negative 

coefficient of D1             (-25.295). The constant term represents individuals who never 

attended college. Its coefficient is positive, 38.96, and thus shows that less educated 

individuals (in particular, individuals with at most a high-school degree) require more 

social assistance ($38.96 monthly). 

4.7 Concluding Remarks 

 This chapter introduced a new measurement of education and applied it to the 

most recent data from the Current Population Survey. While I found evidence of college 

diploma effects, I also found that on average more education is better than less. The 

results presented in Table 16 state that, in 2008-2009, the earnings of high school 

graduates were $17,046.27. College graduates earn almost twice as much at $31,711, 

while high-school dropouts earned five times less, $6,733.249. 

 Moreover, college attendance has a positive effect on tax liability and a negative 

effect on public assistance payments. Thus, even if a college student does not graduate, 

that citizen still costs the society less. Education remains a positive investment for both 

the society (through positive rates of return) and the individual (through increases in 

human capital).   
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Chapter 5 Conclusion  

 Public education is on a steady trajectory towards privatization. The cost of 

attending a four-year public university has increased by 30 percent in the last decade.39 

While some economists, like Milton Friedman and Oscar Johanssen, believe that schools 

would become more efficient and provide better training if left to the private sector, 

education remains a private good with positive externalities. Add to this imperfect 

credit markets for educational loans, asymmetric information, and unequal access, and 

the result is market failure on several levels.  

 The models presented in this thesis, the human capital model and the screening 

and signaling model, analyze the results of acquiring education. On one side, individuals 

attend school to increase their human capital. On the other side, individuals want to 

obtain a diploma, in order to signal potential employers.  In this context, the question 

that arises is “should society fund education?”, as neither model makes such 

suggestions. If schooling is only a way of signaling, then society should leave it up to 

employers to determine which workers perform better, rather than paying for this 

means of evaluation. However, if schooling increases human capital and has positive 

spillovers on the society, then it should be publicly funded to avoid market failure. 

 Education has many social benefits. An educated person contributes to the 

progress of the arts and sciences, of technology and defense, which benefit the whole 

society. Education increases longevity and improves health condition. Schooling creates 

                                                           
39

 See Chapter 1, Table 1.  
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better citizens, by increasing political involvement, moral values, and understanding of 

the law. Through an elementary education, children learn to read and write, and to 

communicate more easily. By making education widely accessible, society ensures that 

children from different socio-economic backgrounds learn together with equal 

opportunities, thus promoting fairness (Brimley and Garfield 2008).  

 My analysis of education focused on the highest level of educational attainment, 

rather than years of schooling. Thus, I employed data from the March 2009 Supplement 

of the Current Population Survey in order to examine diploma effects. In addition, I 

looked at the effect that attending college, even without graduating, has on tax liability 

and on public assistance. While I found evidence of diploma effects, the data revealed 

strong differences among the type of diplomas obtained. Thus, even if people earn more 

because they hold a diploma, they are also better off if they pursue a higher level of 

education. Moreover, I successfully found evidence that even individuals without a 

college diploma, but with some postsecondary education, yield high rates of return on 

investment in education for society. They earn more, they pay more taxes, and they cost 

less as citizens. For all these reasons and more, education should be publicly funded.    

5.1 Limitations 

 Even if college educated individuals yield high rates of return to investment, it is 

possible that these rates of return would be even higher for private institution 

graduates. On the other hand, it is possible that the number of students able to afford 

college would decrease so much, that revenue and GDP would actually decrease as well. 
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Moreover, high levels of ability heterogeneity might impact the results of this thesis, as I 

did not include a proxy for ability.  The data set could be extended to analyze trends.  

 Increases in human capital have been historically difficult to quantify. The 

definition of human capital has expanded from only an output in a Cobb-Douglas 

production function to include social and economic attributes beyond productivity. 

Productivity itself is a hard term to define. It can refer to National Income, firm output, 

or the ability to generate personal income. I was unable to include human capital as a 

variable in my empirical analysis, as a precise measure of it is unavailable.    

5.2 Further Research     

  As found in Chapter 4 there are differences between college drop-outs and 

college graduates, even if such effects are offset by the human capital model. It would 

be interesting to evaluate how the quality of the terminal year of study (the year before 

graduation) impacts the student. Perhaps, the quality of courses taken, or internships 

obtained as a senior, positively impacts human capital accumulation.  

Education has inter-related benefits for both society and the private sectors. The 

human capital model and the screening and signaling model have developed as 

theoretical approaches to education. In order to improve the way we understand 

education, proper measures for ability, outside-of-school learning, and motivation 

should be developed. Education is under constant change, and economic models should 

change to meet new conditions.  
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